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- Fleet will grow 6.9% annually, twice the global rate, tied to low-cost carrier expansion

- Region will account for nearly half of Asia-Pacific deliveries outside China

SINGAPORE, Nov. 10, 2023 — Boeing [NYSE: BA] says Southeast Asia’s commercial airplane fleet will nearly
quadruple to more than 4,000 jets by 2042, becoming one of the global leaders in air traffic and fleet growth. As
low-cost carriers (LCCs) become the dominant business model and expand networks across the vast region,
Southeast Asia will be the world’s fastest-growing single-aisle airplane market through the 20-year forecast
period.

These projections are included in Boeing’s 2023 Commercial Market Outlook (CMO), the company’s annual long-
term forecast of demand for commercial airplanes and related services.

"As the Southeast Asia market reopens, air traffic will grow substantially,” said Dave Schulte, Boeing
Commercial Marketing managing director for Asia-Pacific. "Expanded connectivity, tourism and low fares will
continue to stoke new and increased travel, especially among a growing middle class across the region. The
role of LCCs will continue to rise to fill that demand for air travel.”

LCCs in Southeast Asia will add more than 2,000 new single aisle jets over the next 20 years, nearly two-thirds
of overall projected 3,390 single-aisle deliveries in the region. LCCs will transport 56% of passenger traffic in
2042, compared to 22% in 2012.

The 2023 Southeast Asia CMO also includes these projections by 2042:

83% of deliveries to the region will support fleet growth, while 17% will replace older airplanes with more
fuel-efficient models
The widebody fleet will see a three-fold increase, with demand for nearly 800 airplanes including
passenger jets such as Boeing’s 787 Dreamliner, 777X and freighter models
Fleet growth will drive demand for $310 billion in aviation services including maintenance, repair, training
and spare parts

Commercial airplane deliveries to
Southeast Asia (2023-2042)

Regional Jet                 45

Single Aisle            3,390

Widebody               770

Freighter                 20

Total            4,225

Boeing has published the CMO annually since 1961. As the longest-running jet forecast, the CMO is regarded as
the most comprehensive analysis of the commercial aviation industry. Read the complete CMO here or search
“Boeing CMO” in your app store.

Recent regional news:

Boeing Strengthens Commitment to Indonesia (Oct. 4, 2023)
Vietnam Airlines Selects 50 Boeing 737 MAX Airplanes to Grow its Fleet (Sept. 11, 2023)
Boeing Partners on Roadmap for Sustainable Aviation Fuel Production in Southeast Asia (June 1, 2023)

# # #

As a leading global aerospace company, Boeing develops, manufactures and services commercial airplanes,
defense products and space systems for customers in more than 150 countries. As a top U.S. exporter, the
company leverages the talents of a global supplier base to advance economic opportunity, sustainability and
community impact. Boeing's diverse team is committed to innovating for the future, leading with sustainability,
and cultivating a culture based on the company's core values of safety, quality and integrity. Join our team and
find your purpose at boeing.com/careers.
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